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Magnetic Stripe Reader

This kit provides an MSR for the RealPOS XR7 POS, RealPOS XR7 Plus POS,
RealPOS XR5 POS, and X-Series Displays. There are three versions of the MSR but the
installation procedures are the same.

• Encrypted MSR (7702-K141)

• JIS MSR (7702-K142)

• Monetra Encrypted MSR (7702-K143)
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Installation Procedure

RealPOS XR7 (7702)
1. Lay the terminal face down on a flat surface.

Caution: Always use a soft material (cloth, foam) to protect the display screen
when placing the terminal face down.

2. Remove the Base Stand and Rear Cover assembly.

a. Loosen the captive screws (2) that secure the Rear Cover to the chassis.

b. Pivot the assembly as shown to remove it.
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3. Remove the Display Collar (9 screws).

4. Remove the Blank Plate from the Display Collar. The plate is connected to the
Display Collar with a strong adhesive. Use care when removing it to not damage the
Display Collar.

Note: The MSR can be mounted on either the left or right side of the display unless
there is a Biometrics Reader present, which is always installed on the left side.
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5. Install the MSR module onto the Display Collar (2 screws).

6. Route the MSR Cable through the Cable Guide on the Display Collar.
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7. Install the Display Collar (9 screws).

8. Connect the MSR Cable to the Motherboard.

Note: For 15” terminal, twist the cable two-three times and hook it through the
Wire Saddle. For 18” terminals the cable does not need to hook onto the Wire
Saddle.

9. Replace the Base Stand and Rear Cover assembly.
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X-Series Displays (15-Inch)
1. Remove the screws (2) that secure the Stand and Rear Cover to the display.

Caution: Always use a soft material (cloth, foam) to protect the display screen
when placing the terminal face down.

2. Pivot the Stand and Rear Cover assembly as shown to remove it.
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3. Remove the Display Collar (7 screws).

4. Remove the Blank Plate from the Display Collar. The plate is connected to the
Display Collar with a strong adhesive. Use care when removing it to not damage the
Display Collar.

Note: The MSR can be mounted on either the left or right side of the display unless
there is a Biometrics Reader present, which is always installed on the left side.
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5. Install the MSR module onto the Display Collar (2 screws).

6. Route the MSR Cable through the Cable Guide on the Display Collar.

7. Install the Display Collar onto the terminal (7 screws).
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8. Connect the MSR Cable to the Video Board.

9. Tape the MSR Cable to the Display Sled between the score lines as shown below.
This locates the cable so it does not get pinched when the Rear Cover is installed.

10. Replace the Rear Cover.

11. Reinstall the terminal onto the Base Stand.
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X-Series 10-Inch Displays
1. Remove the screws (4) that secure the Mount to the display.

2. Remove the Rear Cover screws (4).
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3. Pivot the Rear Cover as shown to remove it.

4. Remove the Blank Plate from the Display Collar. The plate is connected to the Rear
Cover with a strong adhesive. Use care when removing it to not damage the Display
Collar.
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5. Install the MSR on the Rear Cover (2 screws).

6. Connect the MSR Cable to the Video Board.

7. Secure the MSR cable to the Display Sled with tape as shown (between the gaskets).

8. Reinstall the Rear Cover (4 screws).

9. Reinstall the Stand.
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MSR Programming
If the MSR Module is replaced the customer is responsible for re-programming the
device to custom wedge-emulation parameters.

There are two types of MSR heads available for the X-Series Displays.

• NCR Encrypted MSR (7702-K141) — Software interfaces: OPOS, Serial, NCR API or
Keyboard Wedge
Note: If you need assistance with Keyboard Wedge configuration please send an
email request from the following location:

http://www5.ncr.com/support/support_drivers_
patches.asp?Class=External/Terminals\7702XR7\display

Click the icon under NCR RealPOS XR7 ( 7702-xxxx )

• Monetra Encrypted MSR (7702-K143) — Software interfaces: OPOS or NCR API

http://www5.ncr.com/support/support_drivers_patches.asp?Class=External/Terminals\7702XR7\display
http://www5.ncr.com/support/support_drivers_patches.asp?Class=External/Terminals\7702XR7\display
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